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Abstract—This summary presents the results obtained in our
work, Comparative study of LSA vs Word2vec embeddings in
small corpora: a case study in dreams database [1].
1. Background
The main idea behind word embeddings is that words
with similar meanings tend to occur in similar contexts. Base
in this hypothesis, word embeddings describe each word in
a vectorial space, where words with similar meanings are
located close to each other. Word embeddings have been
extensively studied in large text datasets. However, only a
few studies analyze semantic representations of small cor-
pora, particularly relevant in single-person text production
studies.
In our paper [1], we compare the two most used em-
beddings (Skip-gram and LSA) capabilities in this scenario,
and we test both techniques to identify word associations in
dream reports series.
1.1. Dream content analysis
Most of the newest dream content analysis methods are
based on frequency word-counting of predeﬁned categories
in dreams reports [2]. A well known limitation of this
approach is the impossibility of identifying the meaning of
the counted words, which are determined by the context
in which they appear. To tackle this problem, we set out
to study the capabilities of word embeddings to capture
relevant word associations in dream reports series. This is
the ﬁrst time in which word embeddings has been applied
to dream content analysis.
2. Summary of Results
Firstly, we test LSA and skip-grams performance in two
semantic task for different corpus size. As it is known that
the optimal embeddings dimensions depends on the corpus
size [3], we also vary the number dimensions and use the
best result for each corpus size. We found that Skip-gram
models has a steeper learning curve, outperforming LSA
when the models are trained with medium to large datasets.
However, when the corpus size is reduced, Skip-gram’s
performance has a severe decrease, thus LSA becoming the
more suitable tool.
Secondly, we test word embeddings capabilities to iden-
tify word associations in dream reports series. In particular,
we test whether these tools were able to capture accurately,
in different manually annotated dream reports series, the
semantic neighborhood of the word run. We found that LSA
can effectively differentiate different word usage pattern
even in cases of series with low number of dreams and low
frequency of target words.
3. Conclusion
In our work, we show in two semantic tests that LSA
is more appropriate in small-size corpus scenarios than the
well-used skip-gram model. Also we show that LSA can
accurately quantify words associations in dreams reports.
This is a step forward in the application of word embed-
dings to the analysis of dream content. We propose that
LSA can be used to explore word associations in dreams
reports, which could bring new insight into this classic ﬁeld
of psychological research. On one hand, the validation of
semantic metrics to analyze word associations in dream
reports promises a much more accurate quantiﬁcation of
socially-shared meaning in dream reports, with great po-
tential application in psychiatric diagnosis [4] and dream
decoding research [5]
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